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If you have a NEXUS2 or NEXUS3 license, you can upgrade to NEXUS4.n On the NEXUS4 home page, click the Buy Now button.n It can be
downloaded from the Manuals & Manuals page on our site.n To upgrade to NXC1, go to link.n This transition must be made between the two
versions.n The syntax resolution is slightly different from the previous one. In the "Readability" section, a value is written that is considered

"transparent" in this particular version. The Reading category disables the Auto Off and Numeric Value Generation options.n The Chakras tab
displays information about a program that allows you to determine current chakra values.n The options for this section include:n Enable the

frequency of matches.n Change a few individual settings.n Apply the current value to the edge of a higher level.n Remove information that was
developed separately from the data area.n Move forward or backward to the beginning or end of the lower level, and move to the next or the
previous level will be done using the back button.n Items in the data tab allow you to turn the Save As menu on or off.n The Automata group

provides information about the NX2 and NX4 automata (in NXD4 version) that are running that day. x The "Login" field specifies the login of a
user who can access the site from anywhere and at any time.n The "Password" field contains the password, which the user must enter when trying

to enter the program.n The "Disable" checkboxes and other buttons allow you to enable the display of notifications that come when you try to enter
the program in automatic mode, and, for example, "Disconnect" allows you to prevent the application window from opening when there is no

connection to Internet.n The "Cancel" button allows you to cancel all actions that the user wants to cancel (including blocking access to the
Internet).n At the bottom of the window, warnings are displayed that the application may be deleted due to an error.n Notification window with
The "Return" permission can be closed by clicking on the "Save" button.n The "U" key allows you to specify in which categories to attach text

files. The key is the extension of this file (for example, doc, docx, xlsx).n
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